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PHEASANT REPRODUCTION - 1955 
Richard C. Nomsen* 
Io1!1a' s yec:r round pheasant program includes several 
studi.es designed to evaluate pheasant reproductive success. 
Results of each study are compared 1vith those of previous 
years in order to determine tl1e reli:\tive success of the 
present hatch, In addition to the conservation officer's 
regular counts, volunteer checks are made by rural mail 
carrie!:s and farmers. 
Pheasant nesting activity1 prompted by mild tenweratures 
got an early start last spring. \farm weather persisted on 
most clays during April producing an average temperature of 
56.4 cloe;rees - 7,6 degrees above normal for that month, 
Higher than normal temperatures also continued through Hay, 
Rainfall averac:ed 34 per cent above normal during April and 
31 per cent less than normal for Hay. 
Tl1e \'Jeekly ~leather and Crop Bulletin reported that over 
three fourths of the first crop of alfalfa v1as cut by the; 
middle of June. The avera[;e for that time is ltO per cent and 
only 2 5 per cent had been mowed by June 15 1 19 54. 
A total of 163 cards were returned by farmer cooperators 
last spring 1·1ith information on nests and broods seen while 
cutting the first crop of hay. There were 44 broods seen 
compac-ed Hi th 20 a year ago which indicated an earlier hatch 
this year. Table l lists the results of this survey for 
1954--1955. 
Table 1. Results of Farmer Cooperator Nesting Survey for 
1954 - 1955 
~-:~-~==~ -·-- ___::==:::~··--- -=-~=-===-· =. .. l2SL-~==·- ~=.1.222 Acres of hay cut 3795 4892 
Number of nests seen 251 330 
Number of nests seen per 100 acr·es 6.6 6, 7 
Averaio'e number of eggs per nest 9.5 9.6 
Number of nests hatched 33 30 
Percentage of a.ll nests hatched 127; 9% 
Number of hens reported injured 68 74 
Hens reported injured per 100 acres 1.8 1. 5 
Number of hens reported killed lt2 65 
Hens reported killed per 100 acres 1.1 1.3 
Ntwber of broods reported 20 44 
.A.Y§'_a,g_~_n.]lJ!l.lJ.El_:£_t.ll .. .El.i:!.9lL .. b;;:g_o.sL ____________ 2.,.J __________ .....lQ....2 
Tbese same cooperators 1:1ere contacted later in the SUJJLDer 
and asked their opinion as to the 1955 pbeasant batch, The 
majority agreed that this ye2r's batch was better tba.n in 1954·. 
''Pheasa.nt Biologist 1 Hampton, Io\Va 
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Only 17 per cent thought the production of young \vas ;ooorer 
while 51 per cent stated that it 1:12~. improved over last year. 
Rural mail carriers made their su_rnmer reproduction count 
during the last 1.1eek of July. They saw a total of 505 brocx:1 s 
along their regular routes during the.t period. The ce.rriers 
re9orted an average of 2. 7 young ;Jer hen comnared with the 
2. 5 average in 1954. According to this survey, the percentage 
of hens seen ':lith broods incree.sed 'lhile the average brood 
size decreased, Table 2 shows the 1955 results and compares 
them \Ji th previous counts. The averar;e young per hen figure 
for this survey during tll.e period 1948-1954 '>Jas 2. 5. 
Table 2. Rura.l Hail Carriers Brood Counts 1951-1955 
---·- -----.--·--···----· ______ 1.2.5.1._ ),2.2.2_.19..53. __ 1.2.24:. __ .19..2.5.._ 
Average brood size 5.9 6,3 5.9 6.5 6.1 
Per cent of hens 111itl1 broods 39% 41% 36% 38% 4 3% 
Young per adult hen 2.3 2.6 2.1 2.5 2.7 
Our primary reproduction survey 1;1as taken by conservation 
officers from July 15th to August 15th. Results of this count 
indicated an excellent pheasant hatch. Officers recorded 1763 
broods •1hile JMking the August roe.dside survey and 551 during 
the sigl1t ;record check the last two \Jeeks of J'uly. For both 
surveys, they reported 690 hens Hi thout young, and 2314 broods 
with a total of 15,689 chicks. There was a total of 1732 
broods checked for the same period in 1954. The young per hen 
figure increased from 3.7 in 1954 to 5.2 in 1955, which Has 
also much above the previous five year averar;e of' 4.0 young 
per hen. Both the averaee brood size and percentage of hens 
seen vith chicks increased this year. Officers reported an 
average of 6.8 juveniles per brood and 77 per cent of all hens 
seen had broods. Pheasant reproduction figures \'Jere uniform 
and appeared to be very good in all Darts of the state. 
Results of this survey are outlined in Table 3. 
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Table 3. District Results for Conservation Of:i'icers Brood 
Counts for 1954 - Statewide Results for 1950-1955 
Reproduction success in Franklin county ':las mucl1 improved 
this year according to results of the author's survey in this 
area, An average of 5.2 young was observed for each ben 
recorded, This compares uith 4, 6 in 1954 ancl only 3.1 young 
per hen in 1953. Table lf compares tbe results obtained during 
the last five years in Fra.nluin county, 
Table 4, Pheasant Heproduction Counts in Franklin County for 
Past Five Years, 
---Young per ------·Tver~[e----------·--· Per&lnta.ge-c;:r-
Adult Hen Brood Size >!ens 11i th Broods 19 51--3:?"----·------ 6 0 r;: ·--·-----57% __ ,. ___ _ 
1952 5.3 6. 5 82% 
1953 3.1 6.0 52% 
1954 4,6 6.3 74% 19.22._ __ ___5. 2 ---~2_ ___ .. ________ ..2§% ___ _ 
The pee.k of hatching in Franklin county occurred t\lo v1eeks 
earlier than' in 1954 and 1·1as tl1e ec.\rliest l1atcl1 since observa-
tions were begun here in 1950. A tot<J.l of 119 broods was aged 
by sight in this area to determine the period ,;hen most broods 
were coming off the nest. 
SUrE'Al1Y 
l. This report includes results of all pheasant reproduction 
studies made in 1955. 
2, Pbea.s ant nesting activity got off to an early start this 
year. 
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3. Farmer cooperators reported 44 broods com~1ared witb 20 in 
1954. In tl1eir opinion 1 tbe 1955 batcb Tw.s better than 
tbe previous year. 
4. Results of the rural mail carri.er count indicate better 
than average reprod~ction. 
5. Officers reported 2 1 314 broods during theii' regular survey. 
Reproduction success appeared to be much better than aver-
age in all parts of the state. 
6. The pheasant ha.tch was excellent in franklin county r.nd 
was the earliest since observations uere becun here in 
1950. 
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A BRIEF RESUHE OF TIJE COOPERATIVE \LA.TERFOHL 
BANDING PROJECT IJIT ALBERTA - SUNHER 1955 
By James G, Sieh* 
During the summer of 1955 banding creHS Here simultaneously 
Horking in many of the accessible waterfoul producing areas in 
Canada. The Io\'la State Conservation Commission, along with 
other state and provincie.l departments 1 cooj)ere.ted \Jith the Miss-
issippi FlyHay \:laterfowl Council, providing technical assistance 
and man-power for these banding crews. The bo.nding operations 
througl1out canada uere supervised and directed by personnel of 
the U.S. Fish and 'riilcllife Service, U.S. Gar.1e !'ianagement 
Agents acted as crev1 leaders and directed the field operations 
of the banding cre1:1s. From IO\·Ia 1 l-'Ir. Tom Berkley 1 Area Game 
Nanager, and r!r, James Sieh 1 Game Biolop;ist 1 \·Jere assigned to 
banding cre\1S in \lberta. 
Dr. Fred Glover of the U. 8. Fish and l.fildHfe Service 
briefed crev personnel in Lethbridge, Alberta on July 2, 1955 
concerning the organization, purposes, and anticipated results 
of the cooperative project, Equipment uas distributed to each 
crew, and after secu.ring and loadint; their gear, cre\JS beaded 
toward their assigned banding areas. Bancling gear included 
bands 1 pliers, record sheets, and other miscellaneous parapher-
nali8. to facilitate actual leg banding in the field. Drive-
trapping equipment included hoop-net like traps made of fish-
netting, rolls of chicken 1·1ire to be used as V-shaped leads 1 
and aluminum rods to stake out both the trap 2.nd the leads 
(figure 1). 
Tl1e procedure of drive-tra.pping first demanded a 1:10rkable 
tra.p site in a marsl1 1 slough, lake or pothole wl1ere ducks could be driven into the trap via the leads. Generally, a trap site 
with some emergent cover wa.s preferred to one \•lithout any cover 
because molting 2.nd young flightless Haterfo':ll ap:1eared to drive 
more easily through sparse stands of emergents tl1an across open 
1vater. Extremely hea.vy cover was avoided because it \•lo.s diffi-
cult if not impossible to drive ducks through or out of some 
stands of hea.vy vegetation. 
l\.fter a suitable loc0.tion 1·1as selected) chicken wire leads 
1:1ere unrolled a.nd .staked out in the m2.rsh and tl1e tre:o staked 
out and braced, Cr m·l members 1:·1ere then deployed in such a 
fc-:.shion as to d:t'ive birds out of biding and into the trap. 
With a little practice crews were able to drive birds with a 
minimum of verbal confusion from cre1·1 leaders. Usua.lly traps 
and leads 1:1ere staked out e.nd the drives made iwmediately 
follo\·Jing the set. Occasionally a set was made late i.n the 
afternoon and the drive made the foJ.loHing morning 1vith excellent 
results. Immediately folloHing the drive the trap-net containing 
ducks uas l1a.uled ashore and the birds segrego.ted according to 
sl'ecies 1 age and sex. Band:i.ng got underway im;·,18diately and each 
*Game Biologist) Spirit Lakel I01·1a - 5 -
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catch usually netted from a fevJ dozen to sevel'al hundred >·Iater-
:fowl, 
Two crews were originally scheduled to operate in Alberta, 
Cre1vs o:f 4- and 5 men cvere soon found to ooerate less effectively 
than a combined crew of 9 men so the two ~rews usually worked 
together. From Lethbridge, in southern Alberta, the crews 
worked east and v1est across the nrc.dries and northward into the 
parklands. Nesting habit<J.t did t1ot cover the entire area, but 
wet lands were usually concentrated in local al:'ea.s. Chrono-
logically, banding began on July 4- 1 1955 and continued via 
Claresholm 1 High River 1 Strathmore, Brooks, Hanna, Oyen, Corona-
tion, Provost, and terminated at Camrose, Alberta on August 2 1 1955. A total of 4- 1862 \JaterfovJl \Jere captured and banded and 
many ducks too young to band were released (table l). Species 
composition of the ducks nesting in tl1e areas is roughly 
indicated by the number of each species captured. There would 
be some discrenancy because some snecies are more difficult to 
capture than others; furthermore, diving species v1ere banded 
v1hen captured, but no special effort 11as expended to capture 
them. No attempt was made to capture large concentrations of 
moulting males beca.us e juvenile birds vJere des ired, 
Table l. Stunmary of vlater:fowl Bandings in Alberta 
- 1955. 
ADULTS JUVENILES 
Species Total: Total:Grand Total 
62 --------- -487: 590 Mallard 41 103: 253 234 
Pintail 173 187 360: 542 453 995: 1,355 
Gad Hall 0 2 2: 58 92 150: 152 
Baldpate 3 3 6: 192 148 340: 346 
B'J.J Teal 457 90 547: 642 384 l, 026: 1,573 
Gl·J Teal 51 17 68: 78 31 109: 177 
Shoveller 5 6 11: 274 312 586: 597 
Redhead 0 0 0: 4 7 11: 11 
Canvasback 0 1 1: l 4 5: 6 S ca UQ__ _____ : 1 4 5: 27 23 50: 55 
TOTALS 752~ 351 -----1.._103:"'2~ 071 lJ..<?.mL ____ .h222' 4,862 
These banded cvaterfovJl sboulc1 r>rovide a small sample of 
ducks raised in Alberta. Returns from these ducks killed on 
down the fly1·1e.ys uill c.id in determining the percentage of 
juveniles harvested in 1955, and Hhere they \·Jere killed. These 
data vlill accrue and year by y§lar establish production-harvest 
data of a statistical nature upon 1·1hich management and regula-
tions must be based. The coonerative vJaterf011l b.:omding program 
in Canada is a step in the right direction. 
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SGrlE OBSERVATIONS ON IO\JA QUAIL 
By M, E. Stempel* 
The IoHa c<Uail season vias closed in 1916 because it was 
assumed that overshooting had caused a decline in the c;uail 
population. 
Leopold 1 s survey in Io;·Ja 1 and six years uork by Hamerstrom 
and Errington (1936) indicated that uhere in southern counties 
of the state there uas suitable stable environment 1 there \vas 
a fall surplus of quail tl1at 1voulq perish naturally if not 
taken by huntel".S. 
As a result of research on the problem, in 1933 through 
legislB.tion the Io'da Fish and Game Commission allo1ved quail 
hunting on 14 experimental management areas totaling 24 1 252 
acres. The first man2gement areas uere in the counties of 
A.ppanoose 1 Davis 1 Van Buren, Jefferson, '(eokuk, Nonroe 1 ~Japello and He.yne 1 and 132 farmers o;;•erated tl1e land opened 
that season, Thirteen deputy game Hardens, and 14 assistants 
were overseers for tl1e first hunting. The areas were opened 
for periods that varied from three to ten days. There was a 
daily bag limit of six quail. Shooting started on November 15. 
During the first controlled experiment on shoOting quail 
it i·Jas re:1orted that 799 coveys were flushed, and ll,l45 
quail were seen. Sixteen per cent of the birds flushed \•Jere 
reported shot, Some coveys may have been flushed more than 
once; it is eque.lly possible that all coveys were not flushed. 
Average 1:1eigl1t of quail uas six and three quarters ounces and 
it took a hunter 1. 8 hours to bag one quail. 
By the next fall an e2rly census 1vith the aid of dogs 
revealed that the quail had recovered from the l1Unting, and in 
1934 the management units 1·1ere increased to 104 in humber 1 
and tl1ey contained a tote.l of 257 1 833 acres, The size of 
individual areas ranged from 640 to 3 1 600 acres, 
Since 1933 the season bas been opened some time during 
each fall. Tl1e first hunting was on 1nanagement areas in 
eight counties; this increEJ.Sed to manac;ement areas in 38 
counties in 1935 when the limit of birds for the day Has in-
creased to eight per hunter. In 1936 tv1enty entire counties 
were opened for shooting from November 15 through December 15. 
In 1937 t\'lelve counties Here opened for the same period of 
time. 
Since 1937 there has been a general tendency to 
expand the open season territory. In 1939 shooting was legal 
from November first to December first, and since 19lf3 shooting 
has been permitted betvJeen i'lovember first and December :fifteenth. 
Counties having tbe most quail enjoy a 45 de.y season, and where 
*Game J.:,iologist 1 Ottumwo., Im1a. 
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there are less quail, hunting is allowed for 15 days. 
there 1·1ere 60 counties open for hunting including both 
and short season zones, 
1!Jhen Should the 3hooting Season Begin 
In 1954 
long 
From earlier experience and from research done by ma.ny 
workers since, it is evident that the surplus quail can be 
safely taken by hunters. This surplus is determined by the 
amount of cover and food that remains in 1:1inter. The season 
should, therefore, be opened about the first of November v1hen 
cover is at or neccr the maximum. Birds should be taken out 
in proportion to the decrease of cover, 
Basis for Shooting Hours and Length of Season 
Shooting hours are from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m. \vhich alloHS 
quail to scatter from the night roost before shooting begins, 
and except on cloudy days, and in stormy vJeather this vlill 
limit shooting to the hours l'lhen quail are not ga.thering in 
the roost. 
The season's shooting should be over before the s torm 
period of v1inter arrives as this period causes birds to 
retreat to the last available woody cover that is close to 
food, Until this time they have been scattered in many 
available feedinf. places, During the transition period 1·-1hen 
ranges become limited 1 food scarce, and \•leather is adverse, 
many of the less hardy are eliminated uhether or not hunting 
is permitted, Thus coveys are reduced naturally or by shooting 
to the ideal size for Hinter feeding, roosting and travel. 
The Present Iowa Hunting Season and Bag Limits 
The Ioua quail season no;·J opens November first, and in 
the counties having most quail it continues through December 
15. In counties having fev1er birds the onening date is the 
same, but shooting is permitted for only i5 clays. The da..ily 
ba.g, and the possession limit are six birds. 
Hunting Pressure 
During the fore part of the Ioua quail season the cover 
is heavy 1 and usually the Heather is warm, therefore hunters 
using dogs state tl1at tl1ey :•refer to \·Jait unti.l a later date 
to do their hunting. Probably most hunting of quail occurs 
after November 10. Sportsmen report taking about three birds 
per trip per man. Those having eQuipment especially suited 
to QUail shooting make a..bout t•ilo trips per v1eek 1 and there are indications tha.t at the opening of the pheasant season, quail 
hunting pressure is lessened except in a fe\'J counties having 
both kinds of ge.me, Hunting diminishes when a hunter must 
spend more than 'cl-10 hours per bird, 
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Effect of Shooting 
During a 45 day season, on some areas, less than ten 
per cent of birds are shot H hile an estimated 50 per cent 
v1ill be taken of other check areas. If most of the quail 
hatched early they are fully developed and they readily 
escape the dog, nnd the hunter,· by flying long distances, and 
flushing vJild. Late hatched young are more easily taken. 
\:Jhere do Quail Survive Best 
In open country vJhere a hunter can quicldy sl1oot in any 
direction, more quail will be killed than in places v1l1ere 
open grain fields adjoin l1eavy brusl1 into Hhich birds escape. 
Most hunters are reluctant to hunt quail in ta.ll brush or in 
timber, and when sought on brus by areas fe1·1 e.re killed. 
General Observations on Quail Sur vi val 
Quail survive because of ability to elude pursuit, and to 
this ma.y be added the fact that in most neighborhoods there 
are some farms uhere hunting is strictly regulated. During 
most of the feeding periods the coveys are scattered, and at 
this time the quail are bard to find. If located vJhen eating, 
birds usually are flushed in small groups, or as singles. 
Most hunters report that they do not shoot quail if coveys 
are small since most literature encourages the belief that it 
takes three pairs of' nesting quail to successfully raise one 
covey of young. This is due to the fact that there is exten-
sive destruction by man and other agencies. 
Because many hunters vJOrk only the ede;es of coverts a 
certain per cent of quail are never found. \!ben put to 
flight the last bird out is most certain to be shot and since 
this usually is a i·Jeaker bird the shooting becomes more 
difficult as the slower are eliminated. 1Jhere there is 0.n. 
unusual amount of hunting as is the case near cities, the ·. 
sloHer are quickly shot, the others do not hold \·Jell, and 
they fly far 1·1hen flushed. Often the hunter never sees them 
again. Since there is this tendency tovJarcJ. eliminating the 
unfit, hunting does have a beneficial effect, 
llethod of Determining Changes in the Number of Quail 
The 1933 estimates on quail ntunbers \•Jere based on fall 
surveys made 1dtb the assistance of bird dogs, The 'Jercentage 
of increase and decrease in quail humbers is now detected by 
using results of conservation officer's counts of birds in 
selected ranges, One count is made during each of the four 
yep.rly seasons. To these statevJide counts are added estimates 
based on Hark clone locally by the biolo(';ist, and mail carriers 
also report on the number of birds seen. 
\;linter counts of birds assure us that tl1ere is tl1e minimum 
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necessary number of brood quail, our first indication of 
probably fall population comes from a.n early morning July 
count of whistling males dong about 700 miles of route, 
In addition, the amount of hatching success during the summer 
is estimated after observing the number of weeks during 11hich 
there is a higl1 rate of C,'llling by the cocks. For example, 
if 8. high rate of callinr; persists for a t'delve weeks period 
that would indicate more quail hatching success than had the 
calling at a high rate :Jersisted for only six 1-1eeks. A fall 
flush count of 0Uail in check ranfeS is t:1e finD.l tally before 
opening the seas'on. Hunter contacts are tbe basis for compu-
ting the take of birds. 
Habi tD.t 1 Heat l1er, and Hunting Success 
Throughout the nation there l1as been an increase of 50 
per cent in land under cultivation between the years 1909 and 
1919. In Ioua it is renorted tha.t from 1909 to 1919 there was 
an increase of 10 oer cEmt in the amount of land under · 
cultivation. Tbere wa.s a like increase bet\'leen 1919 and 1949. 
Huch of this has been due to more intensive use of land already 
in use. Some poorer land \'las abandoned. In spite of the 
increase of cultivation there l1ave been some outstanding years 
for production of auail. 
- ' 
Seed stock as indicated by extensive summer counts of 
VJbistling coclcs, has varied little in late years. Hunting 
success has varied because some falls were damp. Added to 
this is the fact that some late hatching seasons produced fev1 
young. Take by the hunter has therefore, varied both with the 
weather and vii th tl1e amount of successful hatching. 
Farmer Attitudes 
Quail often are regarded as friendly, trusting, easily 
shot birds >vhich, if not hunted, will live indefinitely, 
Some farmers simply do not allow hunting. Some believe that 
the gunner using a bird dog can quickly take every quail in 
the covey. It follows that senti.ment against shooting is due 
to the fact that many rural d1:1ellers have simply not bothered 
to learn whetbe:r or not some of the same management principles 
apply to both ga.me and domestic stock. Often it is found that 
\•/here there is little environment there is much opposition to 
shooting because there is not much game, Generally ~Vhere 
there is more than a covey to the section of land there is not 
much sentiment against ldlling quail. 
It must be ca.lled to attention then 1 that controlled hunting will not eliminate game and that uild birds seldom die 
of old age since 80 per cent of quail shot are less than one 
year old . 
The well aimed charge of shot is ~ainless, It has a 
training influence on the escaping members of the flock. 
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H.'J.ny farmers kno\1 that the lives of 11ild animols are usually 
ended violently 1 often painfully 1 e.ncl they see the 1'/isdom of 
a reasonable harvest of quail, 
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J.ULY COUNT OF ';JHISTLING QUAIL 
M. E. Stempeh 
The July count of calling cock quail has been carried on 
in Iowa since the end of \'Jorld War Two. Compilation of the 
figures collected has resulted in not only enabling us to 
make summer estimates of adult populations, but the probable 
number of young can be established by noting for hov1 many 
weeks the males call regularly at a high rate, Extended 
activity indicates a long and successful nesting period, and 
the adults calling at any given time clill signify the number 
of old males, This male element makes up a fairly constant 
portion of the total quail population. 
Methods 
Letters of instruction for taking the census, and forms 
for recording results are mailed to conservation officers 
t\vo 1veeks prior to the starting date. Officers taking the 
census are asked to complete the tHo t1velve mile courses 
betv1een July 10 and 23. The prominent types of soil are most 
heavily sampled, Roads used are at least five miles apart 
and in 1955 over 900 miles of route was sampled in 36 
counties. The uork is done in July because at earlier dates 
the call of other birds are a source of confusion. 
Each route is started at sunup on a clear, calm day. 
At the beginning the checlrer records his car mileage, he then 
drives one-half mile and stops. At this point the officer 
will hear calling birds along the first mile. Thereafter he 
stops at one mile intervals, and records the nwnber of callers. 
Routes run several times 
reveal peak activity periods. 
swmner nesting. 
during the summer by the 1·1riter 
These disclose the progress of 
Statewide Count of Whistling Quail 
Although some samples 1:1ere taken earlier, most of the 
work vias completed between July 11 and July 21. \!leather was 
generally favorable. Rainfall was moderate. Temperatures 
were high but it is not believed they effected calling. 
Over the entire state the population trend was up1vard. 
A nine per cent rise in calling cocks per mile of route sho1vS 
a tendency tov1ard increase: it should be mentioned, hoHever, 
that this is not a great enough rise to mean a noticable 
increase in every part of the quail range. 
The Count by Districts 
To show various populc>.tion densities the state is divided 
*Game Biolor·j_st, Ottumwa, IOvla 
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into the follovJing four areas; the south centr8.1 1 southeast 
and east central agricultural districts and the border 
counties 1vhicb are those l1avj.ng limited populations of quail. 
Ta.ble one gives the results of the counts in the districts. 
Table 1. Calling Quail Per Mile, 1954-1955. 
Agricultural DiStrict--··--------c~lJ-:-i!-ig-Qu;il r·;:a:-· Hife -
-------------- "" -·-·-------------··- _____ 19..2.lt...~-·------··-··-J225__ ___ _ 
East Central 1. 2 1. 7 
South Central 2.1 1.9 
Southeast 2.0 2.2 
Border Counties .6 .6 
State Avera"e _______________ ]..:..2..____ __J.___,j__ ___ -·----· 
Bearing in mind that this co1.mt inc'icates the comparative 
size of the population of adults present; this year the east 
central, the southeast and border counties increased or 
remained about the same Hhile some decrease is indicated in 
the south central. In tl1e southeast the increase was nine 
per cent and in the east central part of the state the gain 
1vas thirty per cent. Border counties were tl1e same as in 1954. 
No variation 1·w.s great enough to indicate any sizeable change 
in the adult population. However the tendency vias tov1ard more 
birds per mile. 
The decrease of nine per cent inclicated in the south 
central part of the state is not gree.t enough to be considered 
serious. 
Counts in Individual Counties 
During July 1954 and 1955 the same officers made counts 
of calling male quail in 24 counties and here 628 miles of 
route v1ere driven. In 11 counties routes v/8re run by the 
biologist or assistance was given the officers. Seven counties 
\vere censused this year that were not checked in 1954. 
Of counties censused both years by the same men 11 
sh01·1ed increases, three bad the same counts as in 1954 and ten 
had less birds. 
For all of the counties checked, increases 11ere reported 
in Bremer, Buchanan, Clayton, Dallas, Davis, Johnson, Jones, 
Lee, Mahaska, Nonroe 1 Nontgomery 1 Polk and Scott, while 
Fremont, Jasper, and Louisa had tl1e same number as last year, 
Adair had the most noticable drop of from 1.4 dovn to 0,2 
birds per mile. Clark county and Henry went do1m about one 
per mile. Jackson, .Jefferson, Linn, Hills 1 Page, Pottauatt-
amie 1 Ringgold, Story, 1;/ arren and Hayne had louer counts than 
last year. 
One hundred seventy five miles of route 1.·1ere run by 
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officers some of v1hom had not previously made this type of 
check; in this classification, Hithin the hunting zone open 
previously, Dubuque, Fayette, Harshall and \IJinneshiek were 
not checked in l95lf, Marshall had the high count of t11o 
birds l)er mile. 
Officers in Woodbury, H0 nona and Harrison counties had 
reported previously tho.t they had some good quail populations. 
These were ~irst censused in 1955. 
Woodbury had 0.3 of a bird 1)er mile. This is a low co1.mt 
but a.ddi tional spot ·checks revealed good loca.lized populations. 
Best areas v1ere the Hissouri river breaks south of Sioux City 
and some places nlong the Little Sioux river near the town of 
Oto. -
In Harrison county the count Has higher. Calling quail 
were well distributed along 14 miles of route in the vicinity 
of Hagnolia, and 14 miles near Logan. The count was 1.1 birds 
per mile. In comparison, Ringgold county, within the primary 
quail range, had 1.8 calling quail per mile. 
Honona county had 1.1 birds per stop. Here there was t\vO 
routes of 12 miles each: one was in the vicinity of Blencoe 
'>Jl1ere calling quail were heard at every stop. On a second 
ne2,r castana tbe count sbowed a fairly well distributed popu-
lation thougl1 quail \vere not beard B.t all of the stops. 
Duration and Intensity of Calling 
In 1955 calling of cock quail began in Harch and v1as 
last beard in late September. Early morning calling 1>1as well 
established by Nay 30 at v1hich time on sample routes 1 50 per 
cent or more of potential CE\llers v1ere active. This feature 
has occurred during some p.;ood ha.tching se:csons although in 
other successful brooding periods the rate of calling has not 
been this high by Jviay 30. Peak of the calling occurred this 
year between June lst and July 15th Hhich is nearly the same 
as last year. 
During U1e _,Joor ha.tchin[; year of 1951, ho11ever, calling 
was at a lov/8r level by the same time of the month. Table 
2 gives the per cent of calling quail that were active by 









The summer of 1951 arrived late 1 and the follov1ing fall 
reflected the poor hatching that followed the low rate of 
calling that existed late in May, 
In addition 1 during the better years of 1950 1 1952 1 1954 and 1955 1 calling by quail was at a high rate for 10 
weeks or more, During the summer of 1951 the calling uas at 
the 50 per cent or higher rate for only four to six vJeeks, 
Summary 
l. The 1955 summer count of \•lhistling quail involved the 
counting of calling birds along a.bout 900 miles of route 
in 36 counties. 
2. Counts were made betv1een July 11 and 21 1 and an upv~ard 
trend in the popule.tion was shown. 
3. Over the state the south central part is the only one 
showing a decrease, 
4. Hoodbury county was censused for the first time in 1955, 
'"ith some good local populations indicated, 
5. Harrison and Honona cou.nties had good numbers of calling 
cock quail and hunt able nwnbers of birds are pl.'esent. 
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JULY hGE T:.ATIO ;JiD ROADSIDE RABBIT COUNTS 1949 - 1955 
By Glen C, Sanderson* 
Introduction 
The Io1·1a rabbit population uas 2.t a lovz point during 
1949i however, during the follmving tv1o years it did appear 
to be recovering. In 1952, 1953 and eD.rly 1954 tl1e majority 
of the rabbit surveys made in the state indicated a declining 
populationi however, after July of the latter year, counts 
began to shov 8.n imporved situation. The Commission's July 
1954 roadside surveys indicated a very sligl1t increase in the 
popul8.tion level i however, more than 91 per cent of the 
cOO!lerating hunters thoue;ht that there ~~ere more rabbits 
durine; the hunting season than there 1·1ere the previous year. 
Average hunting success increased substantially last fall. 
\Jhile the mail carrier roadside surveys have shown little 
chRnge in the rabbit abunda.nce the past year, 1·1ith perhaps 
even a slight decline indicated, the Commission's February 
counts for 19 55 indicated an increase of 82 per cent. 
This report presents the results of the roadside counts 
made July 15-2 8, 1955 and results of the age ratio counts 
made during the entire month of July. A total of' 2,486.6 
miles was driven in 71 of Im·1a 1 s 99 counties and l,lfll 
rabbits vJere seen. From 88 counties there uere 5,765 rabbits 
reported as to age during the month long age ratio survey. 
Tb.is year dew blocks \·Jere used for the first time to 
,measure the de1:1 fall. :r;:ach observer was asked to put the 
dew block out near the start of his route the night before 
the rabbit count was to be made, The reading 11as then ta1{en 
prior to the start of the survey and recorded on the de.ta 
sheet, 
Results 
Results of the roadside drives a.re recorded for e0.ch 
county so that tbe figures Hill always be available for 
referencei however, for this report, only a summary of the 
dc.ta 1·Jill be given, Averages from severa.l counties are 
necessary to eliminate v::>.riations in the indivic1ual counts, 
1iel<J.tive population densities for the various agricul-
tural areas, 2.s determined by the average number of rabbits 
seen for each 10 miles of cJri ving, are shocm in Table L The 
fig11.res shou a st9.tev1ide average of 5. 67 rabbits per 10 miles. 
Thic; is an increase of mo'-'e than 69 per cent over tbe 1954 
level. The re:mJ.ts of this survey agree 1·1ith both the Febru-
_ary survey and e;enera.l reports and observations that tbe 
rabbit population was at its highest level in recent years. 
*Mammalogist, Formerly l'b.rion, Iov1a, no•ol in Urbana, Illinois. 
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To.ble 2 indicates a higher rEJ.bbit population than during any 
of the previous o0 i ve yea.rs. 
Table 1. Results of the July 1955 roadside rabbit drives 
made by Commission personnel. 
I 266.0 104 3. 91 
II 270.4 132 4.83 
III 3 51.2 186 5.30 
IV 237.0 57 2 ,Yl 
v 276.3 109 3.94 
VI 3LfO. 5 189 '5.55 
VII 212.0 303 14.29 
VIII 217.'5 148 6.80 
IX 315.7 183 5.30 
As shown by most recent surveys, the highest densities 
appear to be in south vJestern and south central Io11a. In 
this survey the south west area had the highest indicated 
density, largely because of the high counts reported for Cass 
and Ad a.ms counties • 
Table 2. A comparison of the relative population densities, 
1951 to 1955, as determined by the average number 
of rabbits seen per 10 miles in July. 
!Is sh01·m. in Table 3, on the basis of these counts there 
appears to be 8. correlation betvJeen cle1:1 fall 2.nc' the munber 
of rabbits seen along the roads. Hore data and a more 
critical analysis of the information will be necessary before 
all tho effects of devl on rabbit activity can be kn01m. It 
ap;~ears that the heavier the deu fall the more rabbits are 
seen along secondary roads up to a devJ reading of "3 11 • At 
this point rabbit activity ap11ears to decline as Uw clew fall 
increases. Perhaps with heavy dew the ra.bbits "sit ticht" 
until the vegetCl.tion dries, According to these figures, this 
decline continues up to 2 reading of 11 3 11 , but with this reading 
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and 11R -/- D" (ro.in plus deu on the block) there 1:1as a.n 
increase in the number of rabbits seen, 











* No DeN. 
13 446.9 109 
14 478.4 185 
20 696.3 542 
6 198.0 161 
2 69.5 32 
4 146.8 58 
2 70.0 25 
l 35.0 11 
2 58.0 7Lt 
.:.L_ _ _zlt. .• o _____ ~ _____ j:i_Q __ ~-
~":' Rain plus Dew. 
Age ratio information collected during the month of July 
is shown in T,~_ble 4. There 1.1ere 3.0 juveniles ''er adult in 
1955 or 75.0 per cent juveniles com•)ared to 2. 5 juveniles per 
adult in 1954. The table sho\>JS that this vm.s the highest 
percentage of juveniles reported during the six years the 
surveys have been made. The ra.bbits v1ere classified as either 
young or adult according to size 1 uith observers being asked 
to list the doubtful ones J.S age unlmo1m, Perhe.ps m.c_ny of 
the rabbits listed as age untmo1m uere not observed closely 
enough for accurate age determination; The form for recording 
age ratio data S[10Uld be changed in order to leal"n 11hich Of 
these are really age unlmovm and v1bich uere not observed well 
enough for age determination. 
Table 4, A comparison of the July ae;e ratios since 1950. 
-------·----- R i':BB ITS-SE'SN ··----- ------; --------····--··-.,-----
YB/ill-~[U:>-~TS-_xom!Q __ yo: .. :All~D ·.::::&01~·-ummo:~~i: .I.lJ.'ltiAd __ PJJY£... 
1950 17635 3,528 57163 <87 (7.0%) 2.2 68.3 
1951 1?692 3;333 5?025 ~38 (8.7%) 2.0 66.3 
1952 172Lt2 3?223 Y-?~65 517 (10.~%) 2.6 72.2 
1953 1,240 3,009 4,249 410 (8.8%) 2.4 70.8 
1954 1?349 3,372 41721 597 (11.2%) 2.5 71.4 
19 ? ? -~~4 " ____ i...J2.6 ________ .i;.7Ji.L ... 5M_C3 _,_.2%l.. _______ 3..._<2_________ 7?. o 
S Ui.Ii I 'J1Y 
1. Results of tl1e July 1955 roadside rabbit drives made by 
Commis sian 1.1ersonne1 01.re presented. 
2. Nearly 2, 500 miles 1:1er·e driven in 71 counties during the 
~;urvey and 1 7411 re.bbits 1vere seen. 
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3. Tl1ere Wets a stateuide average of 5.67 rabbits per 10 miles 
of driving. 
4. According to this survey, July r2bbit populations 1r1ere 
nearly 70 per cent higher in 1955 than they cvere in 1954. 
5. Nearly 5,800 r2.bbits from 88 counties Here reported as to 
age during the month of July. 
6. Tl1ere were 3.0 young :Jer adult re;)orted for July compared 
to 2. 5 for 1954. This is tl1e highest percentage of 
juveniles per adult re:>orted for any of the past six years. 
7. On the basis of information collected this year, it \r/OUld 
c.ppear that the possibilities are good for the highest 
rnbbit population this fall tha.n 1ve have he.d during the 
past six yeo.rs. 
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FACTOHS AF'F'ECTH!G ANGLI!!G IN NORTHEAST IO\<JA STREAHS 
One of the fundamental problems facing fisheries 
technicians and conservationists is? and ah1ays has been 1 how 
to 'lromote or insure a.n 2.dequate ancling harvest, T01:1ard the 
solution of this ~roblem restrictive measurements have been 
enacted and enforced and subsequently libera.lized. Fish have 
been s toc 1~ed 1 conditions irnroved in lakes and streams 1 
undesirable s:,ecies removed 1 and other managerial manipula-
tions attempted, Studies on life histories 1 factors ~romoting 
grouth and well-being 1 a.nd population estimates have been 
conducted. Throu;:;h the ve.rious information media 1 the angling 
public he.s been informed 1 cajoled and instructed. &nd yet no 
one has ever come U1J (and nrob."bly never will) v1ith the anS1.-1er 
to what it talces to consistently catcl1 a fish, In an age of 
subsidies 1 pari ties and guaranteed vi aces 1 this does not set so 
well ui th the angling )JUblic. 
Admi ttecUy, there ha.ve been numerous inves tie; a tions on 
what it takes to ••romote f~ood fishing. One can fish by moon 
phases 1 time of c1ay 1 days of the 1r1eek or montl1; fish by temp-
erature1 dissolved oxyGen, and when the fisl1 are most active, 
The trouble is that the results of many of these investigations 
have been based on techniques not normally used by the angler 1 
and those which have been based on e.nglinr• rosults either lack 
public acceptance or do not work to the advantage of the 
angler on a consistent basis. The human element in these 
techniques is evidently inca;)able of being assayed and wor 1ced 
into the technique as an integral 1Jart. 
SpecificallY 1 a trained investie;ator can take great 
numbers of fish ~lt-th nets 1 poison, electro-fishing devices 1 
etc. Since he himself has never seen so many fish at one time 
and not beinc e.ble to consieve tl1e actual numbers present 1 be 
concludes that there is a great abundance of fish in a given 
body of water; tl1at his job and that of the conservation 
agency for 1·1hicb be tvorlcs is oveq a.nd that is now up to the 
fisherman. He bas done all be can; he has proved to himself 1 
at least 1 that the fish e.re there---if the angler can't catch 
theml it must be the angler's fault. The reasoninrr is logical 
when estimations of 20 1000-plus catfish ·,er mile of stream are 
available 1 and when 350-plus adult trout per mile are left in 
a "fished out" stream in the falL The only trouble is that 
addi tiona.l reasoning or rationalization alone tf'ese lines fails 
to explain why those fis b t·JOn' t "bite" or can 1 t be taken by 
anglers, How many fish does it take to make good fishing? If 
numbers are no cri teria 1 then what factors l a.s ide from the 
humo.n element, ;1romote or inhibit successful c>.nf'ling? In this 
business of promotine; or inbibi tinG factors the investiGator 
is r;ro,.Jing in the dark since there are so many u.nlmowns 1 tl1e 
''Fisheries Biologist l Independence 1 I01va - 21 -
com;>lete phys iolocy of fish being a. little-understood science. 
To the solving of this abstraction, an .(Jffort viaS made to 
determine whether or not catch statistics secured in netting 
surveys were in any vJaY compara.ble to river an:_ lin£. statistics. 
~.t the same time, an effort was me.de to determine v1hether any 
"cnuse and effect" relationships could be observed beh1een 
certain climatic factors and ca.tches made by river e.nr;lers over 
a fiva-year period. 
Ta.ble 1 e:ives a comparison betueen nettinr: and angling 
catches of catfish on an area-wide basis, while Table 2 refines 
the coverages and deals s ;0ecifically 1·Ji th catch comparison on 
certain rivers. Statistics on catfish uere used in this compar-
ison because of a oreoond.erance of data on catfish ooDule.tions 
as compared to oth~r ~iver species. • · 
Table 3 is the "shot gun treatment 11 of the effect that tvJO 
basic climatic factors, air temperatu:ce and precipitation, have 
on seasonal catches of certain river soecies, The climatic 
data used give <J.n area averar;e based on information gathered at 
31 vJeather stations in northeast Io\·Ja. The angling data come 
from a modified voluntary creel census conducted on northeast 
Iowa streams. 
Tables 4 through 7 are more specific treatments of the 
comnarison betueen annual angling success of certain species 
and these climatological data. Instead of using eight months' 
data, a normal <mgling year, 1ile have attempted to "fix" a 
comparison using the data of the best three months for fishing 
based on a five-year averar:;e, and the best three months d. uring 
the year they occurred, the latter being a more concise treat-
ment of the angling data than the former, 
Tables 1 throur-:h '7 are found in an aDnendix to the text of 
this paper. There are notes under each table ::;iving the perti-
nent facts about the comparison or relationship. 
Briefly stated, there 1iiaS no comparison between angling 
and netting catches of che.nnel catfish in this study, indicat-
ing that the treatment of tl1e data 1w.s on too broad a scope, or 
there are certa.in groups of fish sl1ecific to certain gear only, 
i.e. those the.t can be taken by hook and line and those which 
will enter fixed entrapment devices" At the same time, it may 
be that available numbers are no cri ter a in determing' angling 
success. There is, houever, a rough comparison between fluc-
tua.ti.ons in the C\Verage .size of catfish taken by angling and 
netting, Certe.in rivers are more ~>ositive in this comnarison 
tl1a.n others. ' 
From these data it was evident that durin::; this series of 
o.ngling yeC\rs there Has little annarent relations hiD in the 
fluctuations of ~eneral anEling ~~ccess and average-monthly 
tempera.ture clurinr, th.e "open water" months of April to November. 
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It seemed anDOJ.rent that nreci··)i tation during the "onen 
water" months ha~;- direct relationship on trout fishing only. 
Evidently the more turbid conditions, the result of heavier 
than avera~:e rc\infall, malm the trout more susceptible to 
angling. 
Each species of fish reacts differently to temperature 
e.nd re.infall. These relRtionships are discussed in the notes 
under Tc_bles LJ--7. 
!cl though I11Uch of the results of this investigation is 
nee;ati ve, there are indications that renewed emphasis should 
be placed on r,athering more accurate and more conious catch 
statistics. PeTba))S then a comparison betvJeen netting and 
anglinc harvest 1'lill be more apparenti and other factors 
suspected of influencing angling success will sl1ow a more 
obvious relationship. 
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Table J. - Comparison Behreen Angling and Bait Net Catches of Catfish in Northeast 
Io~<a Rivers, 1952-1954. 
Av ,l,,tt, Fish Av. Vit, Fish 





















-·-----·- ·--··---~~····-~-------~----------~-~-.-.~~<--- --~----~--~---- ··-··---- ........ ---~--~ ~- ·-Notes on Table l---
1. No comparison betHeen No./Rod Hr. and No./Net Hr •. 
2. There is a general trend of comparison betHeen Ht,/Rod Hr. and Ht./Net Hr., but 
fluctuations are more violent in the latter, 
3. No cotr,parison bet~<een average Height of fish taken by angling anci by netting. 
Table 2 - Comparison Bett<een Angling and Bait Net Catches of Catfish on Certain 
Rivers in Ea.stern Iowa. 
Av. Ht, in Lbs. 
No./Rod Hr. l'o./Fet Hr. Angling 
Av. Ht. in Lbs. 
. . · t'e't,hing 







Notes on Table-- 2 
.64 .13 .• 48' .50 1.40 1.22 1.35 .56 
.60 .82 L,.06 . L82 1.30 1.60 1.50 .36 






l. There seems to be little, if any, comparison on any of the rivers in numbers 
caught per red hour and numbers caught per net hour. 
2. There is a good comparison between average size of fish taken in bait nets 
and angling on the Cedar River. No comparison on the other h1o rivers---in 
fact they present an inverse picture. 
Table 3 - Comparison Between Seasons' Angling Take of Certain Species of 
Fish and Some Climatic Factors in the Streams of Northeast Iowa, 
1950-1954. 
l, Av, Monthly Temp,, April·-Nov, 
la, Av, Monthly 'f'emp., Sept.-Nov, 
2. Av. Monthly Prec,, April-Nov. 
3. No. Catfish/Rod Hour 
4. No. Trout/Rod Hour 
5. No. Smallmouth Bass/Rod Hour 
6. No. Crappie/Rod Hour 









































1. No "cause and effect" relationship bet He en Item 1 and Items 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
2. Fair "cause and effect 11 relationship bet1•een Item 2 and Item 4. 
3. Fair "cause and effect" relationship betl?een Item 2 and Items 3 and 5. 
A. No "cause and effect 11 relationship betHeen Item 2 and Items 3 and 5. 
5. Good "cause and effect" relationship betHeen Item la and Items 3 and 5. 
·Table 4 - Comparison Between Some Climatic Factors and Angling Success for 
Catfish in Northeast Iwa Streams, 1950-1954. 
Item 1950 
1. No. Catfish/Rod Hour .70 
2. Av. Temp, for 3 11Best Months Based on 65 
Five-year Average 
3. Av. Precip, for 3 11Pest 11 Jvlonths Based 5.2 
on Five-year Average 
4. Av. 'f'emp. for 3 11Best 11 Months in each 65 
Calendar Year 
5. Av, Precip. for 3 "Best 11 Months in 5. 2 
each Calendar Year 
























2. Direct "cause and effect" relationship betueen Items l and 3 except for 1951. 
3. Fair inverse "cause and effect" reJ.ationship betHeen Items l and 4. 
4, No "cause and effect" relationship between Items l and 5. 
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Table 5 - Comparison Between Some Climatic Factors and Angling Success for 
Trout in Northeast Iolva Streams, 1950-1954. 
Item 1950 
l. No. Trout/Rod Hour l. 22 
2. Av. Temp for 3 "Best" Months Based ,66 
on Five-year Average 
3. Av. Precip. for 3 11Best 11 Months Based 3,5 
on Five-year Average 
4. Av. Temp. for 3 11Best 11 Months in 66 
each Calendar Year 
5. Av. Precip. for 3 11Best 11 Months in 3.5 
each Calendar Year 























2. First 3 years sho1.1 some "cause and effect 11 relationship but not 1953 or 
1954 between Items l and 3. 
3. Good inverse "cause and effect" relationship betHeen Items l and 4, 
4. Same relationships as in Item 2 betHeen Items l and 5. 
Table 6 - Comparison Between Some Climatic Factors and Angling Success for 
Smallmouth Bass in Northeast Iowa Streams, 1950-1954. 
Item 1950 
l. No. Smallmouth/Rod Hour 1.62 
2, Av. Temp, for 3 11Eest 11 Months Based 67 
on Five=year average 
3, Av. Precip. for 3 "Best" Months 3 ,l 
Based on Five-year Average 
4. Av, Temp. for 3 "Best" Months in 6J 
each calendar year 
5. Av. Precip. for 3 "Best" Months in 2.8 
each calendar year 




















l. Fair "cause and effect 11 relationship betHeen Items l and 2 with exception 
of 1952. 
2. Fair "cause and effect" relationship between Items l and 3 with exception 
of 1951. 
3. No "cause and effect" relationship between Items l and 4. 
4. ~To "cause and effect" relationship between Items l and 5. 
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Table 7 - Comparison BetHeen Some Climatic Factors and Angling Success for 
Crappie in Northeast Iowa Streams, 1950-1954. 
Item 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 
l. No, Crappie/Red Hour 1.20 1,65 1.56 2.04 2.40 
2. Av, Temp. for 3 11Best 11 Months Based 56 54 50 61 61 
on Five-year Average 
3. Av. Precip. for 3 "Best" Months 2.8 4.3 3.7 3.0 4.2 
Based on Five-year average 
4. Av. Temp. for 3 11Best 11 Months in 61 59 51 52 61 
each Calendar Year 
5. Av. Precip, for 3 11Best 11 Months in 3.9 5. 7 1.9 2.5 3.5 
each Calendar Year 
Notes on Table 7--
l. No "cause and effect" relationship bet•.Jeen Items l and 2. 
2. Fair 11 cause and effect" relationship betHeen Items 1 and 3 uith exception 
of 1953. 
3. No 11 cause and effect" relationship between Items l and 4. 
4. Fair 11 cause and effect 11 relationship bet\.,een Items 1 and 5. 
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L_.~ .. =·mS CREEL c:~~NSUS FOR 1955 
ByE.T,Rose 
One of the major recommendations of the Io\'ia Twenty Five 
Year Conserv~tion Plan (1933) for fisheries was a determina-
tion of angling success in the lakes of this state, As a 
result l the Ioua Conservation Commiss i_on has conducted· creel 
censuses on several lakes annually since 194Lf, These provide 
a mepns of com-~)arison from season to seD.son in evaluating 
ho.rvests) popu]_ations, management practices and trends \•1l1ich 
other\lise v1oulcl not be fea.so.ble. 
The 1955 census uas conducted on a SOPJewhat exp2.nded 
scale over previous years and was o::1erated under the D'ingell-
Joimson progra.EJ, Previously cPnsus clerks obtained their 
data by contc:cting as mo.ny shore ctnd boat fis 11ermen as 
possible and recorded the catch records separately on field 
forms. These 'Jere then tabulated by the Biology personnel 
Hith an add.inr; mo.cl1ine. This year four cate~;ories of fisher-
men were considered instead of the former two, Anglers were 
o.ivid.ed into .shore) dock) uader ancl boat types and the field 
records of angler catches transferred to I.B.l-'l, cards after 
each de.y' s \JOrk, These uere machine tabulated in 10 day 
interva.ls providing tota.l catch for each species per day 
together vJi th the total 2.ng1er contacts and hours fis bed in 
each category. These uere further tabulated to include total 
catch and hours fis bed of o.ll anglers in the four types of 
contacts, The 10-day grand totals of ea.ch species) a.ll 
s:Jecies combined 1 total anglers and their hol'rs of effort 
provided basic comparative data ,,lith \Jast years. From the 
daily totals) catches of fish in each category were later 
obtained by using an a.clding machine. This 1.·w.s overlooked in 
setting up the project 11ith the I,B.Jvi. Company and can be 
incorpore.ted in the future as v!ell as the te.bulation of 
species composition of these catches. 
No c.ttempt 11a.s made to determine total harvest da.ta by 
using statistic:-:cl methods. In this l data from e. small number 
of completed fishing trips is expanded to include a calcul-
ated total number of anglers using the la'-,e. Further study 
of the methods in use in other st.?.tes 1,1ill continue and 
perha_ps some system adopted tha.t is llractica.l for I011a. 
This yeax the census uas conducted on Spirit, Ea_st and 
\lest Olmbojil Clear) Storm) Blac 1<:hauk 1 Lost Island and Rock 
Creek la1{es, The census period reDorted here extended from 
He.y 15 to July 15. This sixty day- period includes one of the 
best seasons of the year for angling in the Iowa lakes. A 
consideration of the record for each of the above lakes is 
outlined in the follouing discussion. 
*Fisheries Biologist, Spirit Lake, Iowa - 28 -
Spirit La.ke 
This is Im1a 1 s largest natural lake and is one of the 
most import<J.nt fishing areas in the state. The record of 
the catches made at this lake in the sixty day jJeriod--Hay 
15 to July 15 is included in Table 1, together with the 
similar summe.ries from the other la.lces censused in this 
period~ 
Fishing pressure vJas considerably greater this sea.son 
\·lith over 10,000 a.ngler contacts being made by the census 
clerk. This is the fourth highest number in tbe eleven yea.rs 
of census and the highest since voluntary reports were dis-
continued in 1952. The total recorded catch of 38,847 fish 
was also the best since 1952. Most significant is the 
average catch per hour of 1.34 Hhicll. is the highest since 
1951. The main species caught this season were bullheads, 
perch, and vlalleyes. The lack of good reproduction this 
year reduced forage and l12.d undoubtedly caused the increased 
success. 
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Table 1. Lakes Creel Census Summaries, May 15 to July 15, 1955. 
WEST : E~ST : : : : LOST 
LAKE : SPIRIT : OKOBOJI : OKOBOJI : CLEAR : STORM : BL\CKHAWK : I.SL\ND : ROCK CREEK : TOTI\L OF ALI LAKES 
: : : : : : : : : 
CRAPPIE : 1,397 ; 651 : 1,429 : 2,842 : 938 : 1 007 : ll : ----~~--------'-----·· --- --·-·· -- 35 : 8,310 
' : : : : 
PERCH : 5 ,640 : 1 '957 : 1,Q05_: 545 : 168 : 78 : 96 : 0 : 9 489 
: : : : : 
N_ PIKE : 214 : 346 : 41 : 166 : 1 : 8 : 72 : 0 : 848 
: : : : : : : : 
L. N. B!',.SS : 406 : 107 : 31 : 49 : 1 : 62 : 0 : 958 : 1 614 
: : : : : : 
',,[!ill EYE : 4,679 : 2 351 : 3 265 ' 417 : 50 : 283 ' 33 : 0 : ll 078 
: : : : : : : : 
S. M. BASS : 0 : 229 : 0 : 0 ' 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 229 
: : : : : : 
B ULL!ffi r,D : 25 ,538 : 4,439 : 17,619 :15,632 : 1,541 : 4,281 : 13,500 : 596 : 83 146 
' 
: : : : : : : 
11/HITE E!l.SS 
' 
260 ' 395 : 417 : 0 : 136 ' 31 ' 0 : 80 : 1 319 
: : : : : : 
BLUEGILL 
' 
593 : 1. 723 : 248 : 7,369 : 2 : 263 : 0 : !, , 66J.e ! 13 861 
' YELLO\V BAS .s : 0 : 0 : 0 :15,160 : 0 : 0 ' 0 : 0 : 15 160 
: : : : : 
CHAlWEI C,\ T. : 0 : 0 : 0 : 14 : 122 : 401 : 0 : 0 : 537 
: : : : : : : : : 
SHEEPSHE/\.D : 120 : 435 : 355 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 910 
: : : 
' 
: : : 
CiiRP : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 537 : 8 : 0 : 545 
: : : : : : : : : 
B.OCK PASS : 0 : 0 : ., . ~ . 0 : 0 : ·o ' 0 : 0 : 1 
-SEP,SON : : : : : 
TOTI\LS : 38,847 : 12,633 : 24,411 :42,194 : 2,959 : 6 '951 : :]·3.229 : 6,332 : 146,818 
c_u TOTAL 
4,687 : 6,655 :14,281 : 3,252 : 7,068 : 2 ,673 ' 7,741 : 56,789 o ANGLERS : 10,432 : 
TOTAL : : : : : : : : : 
HOURS : 28,94.3 : 10,750 : 18,493 :39,314 : 8,339 : 17,264 : ?,013 l 
-
17,246 : _142,062 
AVERAGE 
FISH/HOUR : L.34 : 1.18 : 1.32 : 1.07 : 0.35 : 0.40 : l. 71 : 0.35 ; 0.98 
Table 2 includes the record of fishing by the four 
ce.tegories, As inc1icated by the catch-per-hour, dock 
fishermen were the most successful, Eoat fishermen caught 
the most fish; houever, their averar;e catch-per-hour \'las the 
l01•JeS t, 
Table 2. Record of catch by categories, Spirit Lake, Iowa. 
Shore 7, 524 2,308 5,430 3.26 1.39 
Dock 5,673 1,361 3 I 641 4.17 l. 56 
Vi<K1er 349 112 2Lf 5 3.12 1.42 
Boat 25,301 6,651 19,627 l. 28 1.29 
T 0T8-:-is·-c;i,-~--·--· --- -·- ------- - ·· ·· · -·- ·· -··-··-·-· - ·· ·- -· ·--~---·-· ··· -· ·-- ----
r, ver ag ~-- _3{h§_l:t_'Z__ ... 10.3.-4 i;;, ___ , ___ 28 ~~·l.-----~---~1·..7_2 ____ ·-···-- __ l. '\4 
llest Olmboji 
;eRSODQl totals of t!.1o creel ce~sus on this lake are 
. ' ' "' . T 1 1 1 ~ . ' . . I . " ' h · f. o~ lllCJ.lK~e~_,_ ln 2. .) __ e -~· l 1 l,'3:llng uo.s :·:·'.l1~.1 lEllJrovec\ -c lS" yBar ,~. 
the u2lleye, ;}ercl1 and bluegill fis:1ermen. iVi2ny comments have 
been received 1 mostly complementing the incre2.sed stocldng 
effort made by the Commission. Explanations that this has 
remained basically the SB.me for many years is difficult for 
many to comprehend, 
t\s in Spirit Lake, 8. considerable increase in fishing 
pressu:ce 1;1as ap-JC.rent. A total of 4,687 contacts of anglers 
\•I•".S Ew.de this season--more than· twice as many as last year's 
si£nilar period 2.nd nearly twice as many fish uere caught this 
year. The averae;e catch-per-hour remained about the same as 
last which was tbe highest in the ten yea.rs of census vJOrk. 
Species showinc the most improvement in catch vere ualleyes 1 perch, smallmouth bass, \·lhite bass o.nd blue gills. 
The record of the ;;ngler 1 s catches in tbe four categories 
is included in Table 3, \faders hacl. t:.1e greetest success per 
unit effort but ca.ught tbe le2.st fish, As in Spirit Lake 1 boa.t fishermen ce.ught tl1e most at tb.e lowest r2te. 
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Table 3. Record of catch by categories, 1:/est Okoboji, I01;Ja. 
Shore 968 258 599 3.75 1.61 
Dock 2,572 1,182 2,160 2.18 1.19 
1iJader 190 66 108 2.88 1.76 
Boat 8,903 3,Hll 7,883 2;80 1.13 
Totals or 
Average ___ 12 1 6,_,J..::-'.'~--
East Olwboji 
This is the eleventl1 season of creel cenSl\S uork on this 
lake, and the third in 1·1hich no voluntary reports have been 
included. As in the above lakes, fishing pressure \vas incre-
ased. this yeer, 11ith nearly 7 ,ooo angler conto.cts in tbe sixty 
day period. This number 1:1as exceeded only in 1946 (included 
voluntary reports from liveries). The record of the 1955 
sea.son' s anglin::; is included in Table l. 
This s ea.son the \'IB.1leye catch of 3, 265 is a vast increase 
over the eleven year average of 1, 847. There \'I ere no s igni-
ficant changes in other species except in the uhite bass which 
had a 63 per cent increase over last year. 
As indiceted in Table 4, the fe':l vladers that used the 
lake had the greatest success per unit effort. Most of the 
waders fish· the lake prior to Hay 15 for crap')ies i however, 
after this period crappie move out of the s h2.llous and anglers 
use the docl{S an<l boats. 
Table 4. Record of catch by categories, East Okoboji, Ioua. 
Shore 3,222 1,120 2,998 2.88 1.07 
Dock 2,310 716 1,556 3.23 1.48 
\Jader 242 42 79 5.76 3.06 
Boat 18,637 Lf, 777 13,860 3.90 1.34 
Totals-or-------····---··-·-··-·--------·------·-·---------.. --·----
fl::!..erage 24 1 411_ __ 6 1 6.22 ____ ~!2_.J±2} _____ ,. ___ .J_,_Q_2...__ ______ J._. "\2 
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Clear Lake 
This is the eighth season of census on this lake 1 
including the third in Vihich all records are from personal 
cont<J.ct of a.nglers on the 12.1:-:e. Nearly five times as ma.ny 
anglers were contacted tl1<:'.11 in the 1954 season and more tha.n 
three times a.s m2.ny as in 1953. This further indicates the 
increRsing number of anglers using the Iovm lakes and tbe 
importance of providing good angling. Tl1e catch statistics 
for this lalw al'e included in Table 1. The 42 1194 fish 
recorded is considerably Rbove the previous seven year average 
of 25 1 789. This W8.S a banner season for the yellow bass and bl uegi11 anglers uho caught more them in a.ny ;)revious period 
on record. The catch of bullheads vas very good 1 the record 
considerably exceeding the 7 season a.vera[;e, Declines were 
noted in the ·vi all. eye and northern pike catches 1 the latter 
doubtless reflecting a decreasing popula.tion. 
The best success per unit effort was had by waders with 
2.38 fish-per-hom'. This ua.s doubtless due to the yellow 
bass e.nd bluegill angling uhich 111as superb at Clear Lake this 
sumJer. The record of the four categories is included in 
Table 5. 
Table 5. He cord of catch by categories 1 Clear Lake 1 Iowa. 
Shore 694 457 863 1. 51 0,80 
Dock 9,217 3,840 7,862 2.40 1.18 
>Ie.der 2,132 507 896 4.20 2.38 
Boat 30,151 9 ,t+77 29,693 3.11 1.02 
Tota.l or-~-------·-·-----~-~---·-··--·-·--------~-----~-----·-
11TID'..J!.L8.. ... _ .. _4.2..1.l94 ···-·- J.tw. 28_l ____ l2..1.ll~L __ ... ______ ;;.,_9_2 __ ... ________ ..J._,_QL__ 
Storm Lake 
Anglers bad t!1e poorest season in the nine years of census 
at this lake. The record is included in Table 1. While game 
fish populations are deemed adequate to provide good angling 1 
it is doubtful the.t sifnificant improvement \Jill be made until 
adee]Uate gizze.rd shG"d control measures are instituted, Exper-
imental selective poisoning is a possibility a.nd apparently 
about the only avQilable resort. This lake is too large to 
permit adequate seining for sba.d control even if this method 
proved suitable. Only fifty \valleyes cvere recorded caught 
this year as contl'astecl '.lith 3 1 700 last season and since the 
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s peciec; is ii.J1~)0:C'tcmt here i ·much need J"or j_ntr,us i ve 
;•pnagement is inclicated, 
Dock fisl1ermen had the best success (?) 1vith 0.69 fish 
per hour being t.aken. Table 6 includes the c2.tches by each 
type. 

















lvader 79 0.30 
Boat 235 2,761 
______________________ , ______ , ____ ,, _____ ....• ,_, _______ , ___ _ 
Totals or 
Aver 8.gL __ __z~_29 ______ 3..~2 52_, ______ $..,339 __ .. ----·---· __ _9_._9,;L_ _____ . ._ • .9_,_3..5.. __ _ 
Lost Isla.nd 
The census here was conducted on a part-time basis, the 
clerk working every third cby and all holidays \d th a.s sis-
tance from the local Conservation Officer 1 Harold Johnson. 
Bullhead angling \vas fairly good; ho•Jever 1 the ve.st popula-
tion of small bullheads made it difficult to catch larger 
fish. The census record is included in Table 1 and 1'a.ble 7 
conta.ins the catch by categories indicating that boat 
fishermen were most successful, 
Table 7. Record of catch by categories, Lost Island Lake 1 Io>va .• 
Shore 4,352 1,332 3,294 3.27 1.32 
Doc!{ 41 10 25 Y·. oo 1.64 
:J ader 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Boat 9.;3}2 1,331 4,694 7.00 1.99 
Totals ·;;-r:-------------·----·· ---··---·--··--·-----· ----· ··--· ·· ---·--·--·--··-· -
Aver ag_e _ _ll1_7.20 ----~2 &z.::L .......... _§_,_Q._~J-... -~-~-....i..l.l ... ______ ,_l,.'Z.l. .. _ 
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Blac khm·Jk Lake 
Another poor season Has experienced by anglers at this 
lake. The chronic complaint, 11 shaditis 11 , is continuing to 
fulfill the usual prognosis. 'Phe department's intensive 
mana.gement pra.ctices of seining and heavy pred2tor stocking 
has largely failed to curb sbad densities sufficient to 
produce better angling. Ga.me fisb populations are bigb; how-
ever, until subst;:mtial reductions in forage c2n be achieved 
minimal angling success is indic,,ted. If selective poisoning 
is contemplated this lake ;wuld probo.bly be 8.S ~;ell adapted 
as any in tbe State for the project. The catch record for 
the season is included in Table 1, and tbe category record 
in Table 8 which shows a slight advantage for tbe shore 
fishermen. 
Table 8, Record of catch by categories, Blackhau!;: Lake, Imm. 
-··----· Type I<lo ~Fish No.Anglers 
Shore 6,374 6, 315 15 ,~·62 1.00 0.41 
Dock 384 474 1,058 0.81 0.36 
\vader 78 79 220 1.00 0.35 
Boat 115 200 524 0. 58 0.22 
----~--- ---~----~~~--~--;--~~--~--·------Totals or 
Aver <;~g_e --~22L ____ _L,_Q68 _____ JL.2 6~-L __________ .Q....9_§ __ --·-·----__Q~Q_-
Rock Creek Lake 
This is a new artificial lake, the largest in Iowa, 
covering approximately 650 acres. It is locc>.ted in Jasper 
County, 1'/ithin easy drivinr, distance from several urban areas 
including Des Haines, Harsh?.ll toun, i'Teuton and Grinnell. 
Since this uas the first season for angling in the lake a 
fairly compre~1ensive census was desi.red to determine angler 
and m::magement success. 
The lake uas opened for fishing on !fay 30, uith the 
expected mad influx of anxious bass fishermen present 11ho for 
the most part expected a.nd obtained some pbenomenal fishing. 
A total of 535 largemouth \'/el"e recorded caught the first day. 
At the end of the first four days a total of 694 had been 
recorded, At the end of the census season on Ju.J.y 15, a 
total of 958 bass had been tallied, Tbus, 55 per cent of all 
the bass taken were caught the first day. None of the ten-
day summaries indicated goocl fisbing 9 ranging from a low of 0.18 to 0,68 fish-per-l1our. Tl1e sea.son's record included in 
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Table l. Boat fishermen bad the best success, averaging 0. 56 
fish-per-hour 2nd shore fisb.ermen caugl1t the nost fisb. at 
the slo1vest rate--0.18 per hour. These data. are included in 
Table 9. 
Table 9. Record of catch by categories, Rock Creek Lake 1 Iowa. 
-----~·- --~-.. ~ ---·~~----·--~--~------~------
Shorlil 1,763 Lf 1 789 9' 537 0.39 0.18 
Dock 5 4 14 l. 25 0.36 
vl ader 100 174 409 0. 58 0.24 
Boat 4 ,lt64 2,771 7,986 1.61 0. 56 
Totals or--6 
1 
33 2~----7~738·---l?~-94 6 ------0, 81 .. ------··o:J 5-
Average ------ . -~------·-----------· 
Conclusion 
This year's annue.l re11ort of angling in Imm lakes covered 
a. period from Nay 15 to July 15 1 on seven natural and one ne111 
artificial lake., This census 1-1as fEte en de_ys longer than 
formerly due to tl1e ne\·J program of operation under the Ding ell-
Johnson progro.m. Comparatively the fishing v1e.s quite similar 
to last year 1 with good catches in the major lakes, Spirit, 
Oko bo jis 1 Clear and Lost Island, Poor results were expected 
a.nd prevailed in Storm and Blackhawk lakes due to the gizzard 
shad problem. Al1 data were tabulated by I.B.li. Their reports 
had numerous errors that were difficult to determine and very 
time consuming. 
A total of 146 818 fish were recorded caught from the 
eight lakes by 56, 7S9 anglers v-1ho uere contacted on the lakes, 
Tl1ese fishermen had spent 149 1062 hours angling for an average 
of about one fisl1 per hour--exactly the same as in 1954; 
hov1ever 1 the fishing pressure Has 65 per cent greater in 1955 
as indicated by comparative total hours. As usual, bullheads 
were the most <:>.bundant species in the Co.tch in most of the 
lakes uith 56 per cent of the total catch recorded in this 
species. Yellou bass, bluegill, vle.lleye 1 perch and crappie followed in import once respectively, 
References 
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DE,S l!OINES RIVEE CREEL CEl'!SUS 1955 
By Harry H. Harrison, 
In 1953 a project relating to angling success of the Des 
Moines River fisherman was added to the investigations being 
pursued on that body of \·Jater. The census techniques used an:l. 
the results obtained for 1953 and 1954 have been presented in 
previous seminars. This paper summarizes a part of the data 
for 1955 and compares it to some of tl1e information secured 
during the other years of the study, 
To review briefly, the techniques used are as foll01vs ~ 
Conservation Officers and members of the Biology Section 
interview anglers on the river at various times during the 
fishing season, and question them uHh respect to what they 
have caught, how long they have fished, the bait used and tl1e 
principal species sought. In addition, the date, time and 
place fished is logged for each contact. 
The information thus assembled is summarized each year 
and this, in turn, is compared ~Vitb that of the !)revious 
seasons of study. The technique employed is, then, a sampling 
method 1Vhich, at best, sho\Vs only trends in fishing success 
and does not in any way project totals. 
For comparisons, the data collected by the Biology 
Section and that of the Conservation Officers are handled 
separately. The fact that the officer contacts axe made at 
quite regular intervals and in the same territories gives a 
stream-and-season 1vise picture of the fishing success. Be-
cause other endeavors prevent continued attention to creel 
census, such a picture is not possible from the census taken 
by the Biology Section. 
The catch statistics gathered by Biology personnel are 
given in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 summarizes the total m.unber 
of contacts made each year 1 together \·.Ji th the total hours fished, total fish caught and fish c::tught per rod hour. Table 
2, on the other hand, shous the rate of catch by species for 
the three years. 
Table 1. Rate of catch of fish from the Des Moines River for 
1953, 1954 and 1955 from a census conducted by 













Table 2. A comparison of the species of fish caught from the Des Moines River 
in the Biology Section census for the years 1953, 1954 and 1955. 
: 19 3 195 1955 
:8e4 anglers fishing :64e anglers fishing :797 anglers fishing 
Species :1,847 hours fishing :1,421 hours fishing :1,588 hours fishing 
:No.Caught Caught/hr.:No,Caught Caught/hr.:No.Caught Caught/hr. 
Catfish 602 .33 424 .29 200 .13 
Carp 237 .13 150 .11 265 ,16 
Bullhead 141 ,08 407 .28 68 .04 
Walleye Pike: 61 ,03 25 ,02 2 XXX 
Crappie 45 .02 36 .03 13 ,01 
N. Pike 49 .02 3 XXX 3 XXX 
Misc. 7 XXX 28 .02 30 .02 
Tot, or Aver: ll42 .61 1073 • 75 581 .37 
Beginning uith the 1953 season, Ta.ble l reveals the rate 
of catch to be .61, . 75 v.nd .37 fish per rod l1our in that suc-
cession for the years of study, Attention is invited to the 
fact that in the -.preyious report on this project it v12.s pointed 
out that the increased rate of catch for l95Y· over 1953 devel-
oped largely from a local situation near HumboJ.dt, 1-1here, for 
ajlproxima.tely three days 7 bullheads \Jere caught in exceptionally 
large numbers. Had it not been for this, the angling success 
for the t1·1o years · .. ·ould have been at o.bout the same level; 
this, a figure close to ,60 fish per rod hour. 
Coming no11 to 1955, Tables l and 2 shov1 a considerable 
drop in fishing success. The factors contributing heavily to 
this reduced catcl1 are believed to have resulted from the 
prolonged drought of this summer, accompanied by falling stages 
and unusually high 1vater temperatures. \lith respect to the 
reduced water stage, the upper reaches of the stream were 
nearly dry, and fishing 11as at a minimum, In the other years 
these areas produced the best fishing in the entire river and, 
vJith their loss, the fisl1ing success for the nresent season in 
the Des lioines River suffered considere.bly. · 
Game fish losses a.scribed to unusually high v1ater 
temperatures uere wide spread in I01·1a during tl1e suml~Jer. In 
Table 2 it 1·Jill be noted tl'lat the game fish CRtch was at a much 
reduced rate in 1955. It seems very possible that if 1•mter 
temperatures uere high enough to kill fish, the same situation 
vJould most certainly have a depressing effect upon their feed-
ing activity and, conse~uently, the rate of catch would be 
influenced likewise, 
During 1955, Conservation Officers along the Des Haines 
River turned in 1, 91.9 fisherman contacts. Because of obvious 
discrepancies in some of these contacts, it is not possible 
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to report upon this part of the project at this 1,1riting. 
In addition to that part of the creel census involving 
rate of catch, information concerning the length of time 
fished per trip, the number of fishing trips made per week 1 
the value of tackle being used and the distance traveled on 
each excursion, Has com:1iled for most of the contacts made by 
the Biology Section. Due, however, to certain biases that 
arose in summarizing tl1e data, averages were not considered 
valid. As a consequence, the data are pl"esented in block 
form. By topics 1 the information secured 1 foll01vs: 
Length of time fish,\ld J.§K tri:g_: r,t the ti•'le of contact, 
fishermen were asked h011 long they h2.d fished and, in adc1ition 1 
hovi much more time they expected to continue fishing on that 
trip. Of 466 replies, 106 said that they would fish less than 
t1·10 hours on that particular excursion; 129 uere going to fish 
tHo to three hours; 72, three to four; 6o, four to five; 45, 
five to seven; 39, seven to ten; and 15 1 over ten hours, 
Humber. o:\:_ fishing trins Der :\:LSJ.&lc: During the census 678 
anglers were asked how many times they fished each week, 
Seventy-tcvo contacts professed to fish every day; nine fished 
six times a weelq thirteen, five times; thirty, four times; 
81, tlwee times; 160 fished t\1ice and 158, once. Sixty went 
fishing tvlice a month, while 67 reported that they fisbed once 
a month, Ten 'ihdividtlals fished three times a year, 8 t\Jice, 
and ten others fished once each year. 
llitl1 the exception of those contacts that re~1orted fishing 
every day the figures sh01·1 a reasonable progression to one or 
two fi.shing trips per vJeek, and this, in turn, is followed by 
similar regression to those anglers that fish only once every 
year. Just I!Jhy over 10 per cent of the contacts reported that 
they fished every day is not understood. Nonetheless, that 
figure is considered to reflect a considerable bias. 
Valu§. Q.f TQ.Q)Cl\l_: During the time of intervievl, an 
estimate >vas made of tl1e "on the spot" value of the equipment 
being used. These estimates are subject to some error, but 
in every case they were held toward the conservative, In all, 
526 a.p:•raisals 1·1ere made and, of these, 11+4 outfits v-1ere 
considered to be uortb less than five dolla.l'S. one hundred 
sixty-five rigs ','/ere appre.ised betueen five and ten dollars; 
171 between 10 and 20; 41 betv1een 20 o.nd 5o; and five outfits 
in excess of 5o dollars. The most ex:; ens i ve gear was surmised 
to be worth ap,woximately 300 dollars. Only i.n sight eauip-
ment v·1as appraised and in addition to actuo.l fishing gear, 
such things as boats, motors, tents, car-top carriers, etc. 
11ere included. 
HQun~::.tr i:Q distance tr i'lY.? ~2.Q.: Four-hunclr eel forty-eight 
parties v1ere interviewed v·li.th respect to the round trip 
distance betueen the port of fishing o.nd their residences. 
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Of these, 173 ~arties traveled less than five miles; 103 1 
from five to ten miles; 96 1 eleven to t'Jenty-fi ve; 53 1 
tv1enty-s ix to :l'ifty; 21 1 fifty-.one to one-hundred; and t110 
parties had travelec1 over 100 miles to fisl1 the Des Haines 
River. As a point of interest the createst distance traveled 
\VaS just sl1ort of lrOO miles. The figures shovl that the bulk 
of the fishing is loc2.l 1 but 1 on the other hand, the Des l!oines River attracts a fe11 fishermen from considerable 
distances, 
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THE OCCURENCE OF BLINDNESS IN THE BULLHEAD 
POPULATION OF EAST OKOBOJI LME, IOVTA 
By Jim l1aybev1* 
In 1954 1 during the early summer bullhead fisbing tbere 
were several reports of blind bullheads being caught in East 
Okoboji. Eventually one of these specimens v1as brought to 
the laboratory for examination. Blindness of course, is ncit 
uncommon in fis bes, but this vias apyarently due to the com-
plete absence of functional eyes. vJith evidence pointing to 
the fact that this blindness 1;1as ratl1er common, special atten-
tion uas given the bullheads taken during the annual fisheries 
survey of the lake. Du:cing 1954, in six seine hauls, 2,753 
bullheads v1ere examined and 27 blind individuals taken, One 
additional specimen \'Jas caught in Up;;er Gar lake.,>:hich is 
connected uith East Okoboji on the south. 
This year s ')ecial attention was again given to t be 
bullheads taken during survey. In six seine bauls 1,753 
young •. of-the-yea.r 1 2,166 sub-adults, and 3,6Lf6 adults were 
captured, Of tbese, 31 adult sightless fish were obtained. 
The blind and normal fish uere easily separated since the 
skin of the non-seeing individuals is very l1eavily pigmented 
which makes them a.ppear much darker than usuaL Approximately 
ten moc-e v·Jere reported in a.nglers catches by the creel census 
clerk. 
Fourteen blind bullheads were preserved or frozen in an 
effort to determine, (l) the cause ~f the apparent lack of 
functional eyes, ( 2) the age and growth in com!1arison to 
normal bullheads, and (3) the condition or "K" factors of the 
normal and blind fish to determine if the blindness had 
effected feeding habits enough to alter the pbysical well-being 
of the fish, 
Examination of the Eye 
Several blind fish \•Jere examined by dissecting the eye 
in an effort to determine the cause of the blindness. A 
binocular dissecting microscope 1r1as used for examination of 
the internal eye. A normal eye \'laS also examined for compar-
ative purposes, 
Tbe eye o:f the blind bullhead is covered vlith a thick 
layer of epidermis similar to that of the body, Ap)larently 
this replaced tl1e lens and cornea since neither could be 
loce.ted, The optic nerve 1.·1as \vell contained ui thin the optic 
stalk and appears normal. liuscles o:f the eye appear func-
tional. Internally the eye is heavily pigmented and vJhen 
dissected the pir;ment appe2.rs as a dark mass in tbe center of 
an abnormal cartilagenous sclera. The vitreous fluid o:f the 
eye is much less viscous than normal. 
*Fisheries Biologist 1 Okoboji, Iowa 
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Age and Grm·Jth 
The pectoral spine cross section method as described by 
Sneed (1950) and the vertebral method used by Leuis (19Lf9) 
~Vere employed in aging the blind bullhea.ds. Only the pectoral 
spi.nes uere used in calculc>.ting grm·Jth rate. In the assess-
ment of age there viaS no discrepency betueen the tvJo methods. 
;,s in most studies, microprojection \•laS used to enlarge 
the spine image 1 and the o.nnual groutl1 marks transposed on paper tagboard. strips. The standard length at the end of each 
year of life v1as then computed by the use of o. nomograph. 
All the blind bullhea.ds possessed four 2.nnual grouth 
"rings 11 or belonged to tbe 1951 year class, The average 
calculated stanc1.ard lenr;tb from the first to tl1e fourth year 
was 2.4 1 5.3 1 6.6, and 7.6 inches. This cc>.n be compared 
with the findinc~s of LeHi.s (1950) at Red Haw Hill Lake 1 Iov1a 
where the a.verage tot<'.l length 1:1as 5.1 1 7.1 1 10.2 1 and 14.8 
inchos a.t the second 1 tb.ird 1 fourth, and sixth years of life 
respectively. t,ddi tiona.J. comparative gro\vth rates 1 except 
for small ponds, could not be found. 
Condition Factors 
The condition of 11 '( 11 factor has often been used to express 
the plumpness or ph:7sic2.l uell-being of fish. .'clthougb several 
methods can be used to determine this factor, reciprocals of 
the standard length \•Jere used in this study. 
The condition factors of the fourteen blind bulll1eads 
ranp,ed from l. 96 to 3.35 and averaged 2.81. Tl1is can be 
com;Jared with a mean 11 K 11 of 2.81 and a range of 2.46 to 3.43 
for fifteen normal bullheads from the lake. Using this factor 
as a measure, the physical condition of the fish 1vas aprlaren-
tly not adversely effected by the blindness. The condition 
factors of bulll1eo.ds from five other IovJa lc:dces are listed in 
Table 1. 
Table l. Comparison of "K" factors of normal a.nd blind 1 bullheads from East Okoboji 1'1ith other Im1a Lakes, 











3 150-170 1.79 1.61-2.19 
3 211-279 2. 78 2. 71-2.83 







(Normal) 15 195-25Y· 2.81 2.Lf6-3.43 
_ ( Bl tnqL_ _____ ~_n ______ lfia.::.z..JJi ____ ~_2..Jll __ ~.J. . ..J.5. 
1 Ta\:en from C2rl1ll1C1er {1950) .end nose and i'ioen (1950) 
Discussion 
After the internal ezamination of the eye there is 
little doubt the fish I'! ere completely vii thout sight, The 
epidermis covering the eye is so thick that penetration of 
any quantity of light vrould be negligible. It is believed 
the bullheads \,rere probably blind from the time of hatching, 
and possibly came from the same nest, In this case the cause 
is tl1ought to be from the failure in development of the lens, 
cornea, and nervous tissue during embryology, 
Since bullheads are primarily sense or bottom feeders 
it is doubtful if the blindness greatly effected their feeding 
habits, Although the rather wide range ih condition factors 
vlould indicate some were more effected than others, The mean 
"K" Has exactly the same as normal bullhe:".ds <:md compared 
favorably .vith bullheads from other Iov.Ja lakes, Gro1·1tb rates 
lvere found similar to normal bullheads, 
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SURVEYS OF SOUTHERN IOI'!A AI1TIFICIAL TJAKES 
AND RESERVOIHS 
During the summer of 1952 a definite effort was made to 
expand the survey nrogra.m for the southern Io1c1a. state owned 
artificial lakes and the city reservoirs where the Conservation 
Commission m~:dntained manarement agreements. Through the 
coo'•eration of the fisheri-es manao:ement section a southern Iowa 
sur~ey crew was organized. This ~rew consisted of the wri-ter 
and one to three men from the Lake Hw>ello hatchery. Duri-ng 
the first sea.son there \Jere eleven st;,_te owned lakes and eiEht 
city reservoi-rs surveyed. The number of lakes checked have 
increased each year with 15 state mmed lakes and 21 city 
reservoi-rs visited thi-s ~ast season. 
Equipment and nethods 
Sam~ling e_quipment used in southern Io\·Ja ha,s undergone 
considerable chance in the past four seasons. Durint:; the 1952 
and 1953 seasons 250 feet of i inch seine and four pound nets 
'.vere used for all fish collecting. Seining and netting are 
extremely difficult i-n the artificial lakes and samples ·taken 
Hi th thts gea.r ;Jere seldom satisfactory. .':ot the start of the 
1953 season an attemY)t 1t1as made to use a boat shocker (desert--
bed by Larimore, et.al. 1950) 1vith a 110 volt e;enerator as the 
source of electricity. Due to the low electrolytic qualities 
of the surface 1·1aters of southern I01·1a this shoclrer failed to 
stun fish of any s>Jecies. At the start of the 1954 season a 
220 volt (2, 500 VJatt) :;enerator viaS available and the boat 
shocker proved to be an excellent samplinc device. This 
shocker was used for the major portion of the se,mpling during 
the 1954 and 1955 seasons, An electrified trawl and 2.n 
electrified push seine were used to good advantage in certain 
situations, usually deep 1:1ater in case of the trawl and turbid 
water for the nush seine, Night shocking with a li:ht on the 
front of the boat produced excellent results in lakes with 
extremely loVJ turbidity. The shocker was suplemented by 50 
feet of ·} inch seine for s l1ore hauls 1vbere the;' could be made. 
Loneer seines and traps were used only for S';ecial surveys. 
The extent of cl-1emico.l and thermal stratification has been 
determined for e2.ch of tbe lal,es surveved durinF the nast four 
years. Thermal stra.tificCJ.tion was determined throucb. the use 
of three maximum-minimum tl1ermometers attached to a ·01astic 
cord marked at one foot intervals. Determination of chemical 
stratification consisted of collectinr· a sample of Hater at 
the desired deoJth vi th a Ke11n-ner water bottle e.nd checking for 
amount of dissolved oxy";en and pH. l'iethyl orance and llhenol-
pbtl1alein alkalinity \·!aS determined for several lakes during 
the 1954 surveys. 
*Fisheries Biola: ist, Spirit Lake, Io•1a. 
The volume of notential fish food orr;anisms, as determined 
throu~h bottom sampies made with a Peterson dredge 1 was an 
im•1ortant nart of the survey of each la'ce curing the first tv10 
years. · This nart o:f the survey work l1as been limited to 1Jro-
blem lakes during t!.1e ·,gst two ye.".rs, 
General notes uere recorded on turbidity, snecies and 
abund,once of vec;etation 1 water levels 1 and fish success. 
General Results 
In lookine; bacl' over :four years of survey work on the 
artificial la1-;:es tl1ere are a few general facts that stand out, 
\'Jith :fe\•1 excentions the state owned artificial la1"Les of south-
ern Iowa have' shown better :fish ponulations 1 gro,!lth rates 1 and 
fishing success than the city reservoirs. Those lakes that 
receive tl1e most fishinc,· 1wessure seem to be the best lal"Les in 
res11ect to fish populations 1 growth rates 1 and balance of 
s ··,ecies. Continual and ·.1ers is tent turbidity seems to be the 
most serious limiting factor in the artificial lo.l"Les. Also 
those lakes (city reservoirs) that are treated with copner 
sulfate have a definite ··woblem that seems to involve the food 
chain of small fish. Clear water lalces consistently ')roduce 
more black cran·,ies than 1·1hi te while the turbj.d lakes have 
hi["h white crannie DODUlations. In tl1e artificial lakes VIi th 
bi~h '10pulatiollS o:f·l~.rremouth bass 1 the bullheads can not 
maintain their numbers through natural reproduction; thus 
periodic stockinc• is necessary to ;Jroduce 2.ny amount of hook 
and line fishinr· 0 '•.1 tbottp;b nerch and yell0\1 be.ss are common 
to abundant in a J.e.ree number of tl1e artificial l::d~es in 
southern Iowa their g;rO\vth rates a.re extremely poor 8.nd tbey 
!1rovic1e relatively little s;1ort in the way o:f hook and line 
fishing. The use of the electric shocker bas shown tbat there 
are excellent ponulations of adult largemouth bass in many of 
the lo.kes wi tb :cou: h )'opulation es ti;;w.tes running as hith as 
40 pounds per acre in some cases, 
Thermal and chemical stratification talws :0lace in most 
of tbe lakes and reservoirs wi t!1. the eJ;ilimnion extending from 
6 to 15 feet in dentb. Dissolved oxvr·en is usually absent in 
the hypolimnion early in July and below the concentration 
necessary for fisb life in the tl1ermocli.ne, A more detailed 
report on tbe stratification of southern IoVIa. lal"Les is planned 
for a future seminar renorto 
As mentioned above l bottom fcJma samples have been limited 
to nroblem lakes durinc. the 'Ji?.st tuo years, J\arlier HOl~k bad 
shown tbat most of the lakes were vell sunnlied v1itb notential 
fisb food ore;<.cnisms. AJ. though the lakes r~cei ving cojl;)er sul-
fate treatments USUally he.d fe\•ler Ol'fi.c!liSmS than the untreated 
lakes they often mainte.ined more than o "1 cubic centimeters of 
bottom or;•.anisms ner square foot 1 thus they 1·rere not considered 
poor in •1otential food 1 only com11a.rati vely so 0 Hore detailed 
study is necessary to deteo,:·;c1ine the importance o:f this situation, 
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Brief Notes on the 1955 Survey 
§ t aj;_~ __ O_vme_cLL.ilJi:e.s_: 
Rock Creek: Not stratified, good oxye;en to the bottom, 
Vee;et11.tion abund<mt, ma1dng seine h2.uls ,and sb_ockinr: diL'icul t. 
!\.seine haul with 300 feet oft inch web netted 8 larcemouth 
bass (6 to 7 inches lont;;), 7 yearling bluegills, and one black 
cre_Ymie. N;cmy young bl ue,;ills went throur;h the net. Sixteen 
minutes of shoc 1:int:: indicated a hip:h population of 6 to 8 inch 
bass 1-1i th as many as 21 piclced up on a 5 minute run. Bl uer::ill 
reproduction common but not abundant. Younp, lar:•,.emouth bass 
v1ere common. 
·:eosauqua; Stronr.;ly stratified ui th good oxyr;en dovm to 
9 feet, only 0.1 11p at 12 feet. Dayli:·:ht sl10c':im~ produced 
very little here but evening and nir:ht shockine: indicated c;ood 
populo.tions of lare;emouth bass and blueg,ills of all sizes. 
::'or the first time in the his tory of surveys on tl1i.s lake 
there were some large bass taken. In 20 minutes of shocking 
there uere six bass over 12 inches ':ii th one 1·18 i[)linr. 6 pounds 
and 5 ounces, 
La.ke Odessa: A diEicul t lake to samnle ui th any type of 
r;ear. D~ylic:ht 8.nd nir;ht shockin~: :>roduced a lonr.. species 
list. Largemouth bass from 8 to 10 inches lone 1vere abundant, 
no larr.e bass 1-1ere taken, indica tine a strong comebacl~ of this 
s;1ecies. Rouc:h fish of all kinds were abundant. 
Lake HcDride: Considerable chance in the physical 
concH tion of this lake. The uater is oui te clear and 1·1ater 
lilies have :,roun out to a depth of 6 and 8 feet. BJ:uecills 
and bass in good condition vii th the blue sills shoving fOod 
r.ro1:1th this year e.nd last year. '!hi te crarmies still numerous 
and shov1 very little improvement. :3everal· l?.r; e bass were 
ta'mn and reproduction v1as good but no intermediate sized bass 
were noted. Carp are abundant. 
Three Fires: Poorly stratified thermally but insufficient 
oxyr-:en for fish belov1 9 feet. NiF;ht shocking indicated an 
excellent :rlO)JUlation of bass of all sizes, Early evening work 
1·1i.th the ·;ush seine )Jicked up about 10 cra'J'_,ies per minute ( 90% ubi te) • · · 
Tied Haw "ill: Stroncly stratHied 1 4. 5 !':c1m oxy~en at 9 feet and only 0,6 ppm at 12 feet. Lake in excellent condition 
ui th food size r.-::n::e on be.ss 1 blue::;ills, and Cl'all'Jies. Night 
s hoclcinz proved to be a big help on this lake. Reproduction 
on bass and blue:•ills excellent. 
Le.ke Darline;; This lake shmJS the bigcest improvement 
since comnletion, There WJ.S good rerwoduction on bass and 
blue:_ills · and some indica.tion of rer>roduction on bullheads 
le.st year. Crar~pies are abundant :J.l1d may reach a desirable 
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size in a year or two. 
lake vJould continue to 
pounds) were taken for 
1/i th continued drouth conditions this 
i.El)Jrove. Several l<J.rge bass (ury to two 
tl10 first ti;C~e, 
Lake 1.\hquabi: This ln.l~e was stratified for the first 
time since thermocline chec'cs have been in effectl the1ee was 
7.0 'Jl1m of oxyeen at 9 feet and 0.8 at 12 feet. Lake in 
excellent shaDe. 1,1 thou,•h \·Je were not successful in pickine; 
up a large sample of fish o.ll indications point to a continued 
impl"ovement here, 
'cllerton Beservoir: This lake does not stra.tify, Very 
little change in fish populations. \•Je did find more adult 
bass ;1:resent than in :>revious surveys. Very little reproduc-
tion on anything but white crap'Jie. 
Hilliamson Pond; Sharply stratified vii th a 15 degree 
drop in water temperature bet1-1een 6 and 9 feet in depth. The 
\·later has been clear all sulmner, The bass and bluegill 
population is coming along in good shape. Yearling bluecills 
a.re abundant but not considered too abundant at the present 
time" No northerns were collected. 
Nine Ea:,les; Thi.s lal~e was stratified as usual vii tb 
r;ood oxygen dovm to 12 feet, The lake is in e:ood shapel fish.:. 
ing still holding up as good or better than could be expected. 
Largemouth bass and bluegill reproduction modera.te l yearling 
of both s necies common to abundant. 
Green V8.lley: Slightly stratified l not in temperature l 
but there was only 3 ppm of oxygen at l5.feet (near the bottom 
for tbe deep part of the lake). Relatively fei'! blue gills but 
there c-~as a solid stream of oram:e snotted sunfish behind the 
electl"odes in several localities: cci"een sunfish are much less 
common than a year ago. Nine to 12 inch bass very common, At 
one point we pi.cked up 1.6 bass per minute (nic,ht shocV;:ing). 
All bass were in excellent condition. No walleyes or catfish 
Here collected. 
Geode: This lake stratified uitl1 6.0 p•'lm of oxygen 8.t 15 
feet and 3. 4 ppm at 18 feet. A def:Lni te effort was made to 
get a. complete survey of this lake. Several types of sampling 
gear were used. The lake 2dJnears to be in excellent condition 
and not harmed by the t\vo ye8.r drm·J dorm, There are good 
populations of largemouth b.o.ss l blue gills, and crapr;ies. i\t 
the present the crappies may be on the verce of being too 
small to be considered c;ood hool;: a.ncJ. line size, but they are 
growing sa.tisfactori.ly. Altl1ough smallmouth bass a~Y·)ear to 
have failed to ma.int,dn tbemsel ves I 'cJould recommend tryint:: 
once more to establish this species. 
Lake Keom2.h: A late fall survey made !1ere and there Has 
no stratification. The lal;:e is tn excellent condi.tion witl1 
good reproduction on bac-s and bluegills. Good populations of 
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intermediate sizes of bass, blue;;ill, and cra!Jpie. 
Lake Hapello: Late fall survey made here also; no 
stratification noted. The fall turnover occurred here about 
SeJJtember 20. Good populations of all the important species. 
Cit Y.JLEt§jl].Y.9.:L1'J?. 
West City Reservoir at Osceola: This lake was in slightly 
better condition than it has been in recent years, probnbly 
due to drouth conditions. High turbidity still continues to 
be the main nroblem here. v!hite crc>:r:nie abundant and there 
was a fair h~tch of white crap'Jie, bllw~:ills and largemouth 
bass. 
East City neservoir at osceolc>.: La.lce extremely clear 
with a Secchi disk readin~ of 8 feet. Strongly stratified 
with 6.0 ppm of oxygen a.t 6 feet and only 2.0 pnm at 9 feet. 
This la!ce a··wJears to be in a slum:o at the 11resent time ui th 
the possibility that night shocking would fw_ve given us a 
better picture. Probably the most im)Jorta.nt chance. in this 
l,c,_ke v1as the l<1ck of re:woduction on any species. Vegetation 
vias abundant even out to 12 and 15 foot depths. 
Norse J"alce 8.t Chari ton: A very brief survey made here. 
Good reproduction on bass and bluegills and there were good 
numbers of yearling bass and bluer;ill. 
Crystal J,alre (Chariton Gun Club): This u&s the first 
survey for this lake. t·Jhi te crannie and yellow bass are 
abund e.nt. Some reDroduction on i8.rr-:emouth bass but no lar.ger 
sized bass were collected. ~ 
Des Haines City Reservoir; Very little c~1an;:,;e noted here 
excelJt that there were more yearling bass e.nd :i'e,!ler cra;1pies. 
The stunted 1950 year class of crannies seemed to have dis-
ap·•ec.red. There Has some evidence· of cra;Jnie :"e:cJroduction. 
Nodaway Lalre (Greenfield): Vegetation was so abundant 
that there was no possibility of ma.1dng a seine haul of any 
kind. The lake Ha.s s tra.tified vJi th cood oxyccen dovm to 9 
feet. No reproduction of any s )Jecies noted. There vJere no 
intermediate sized bass but there was a larse 0opulation of 
adult bass of tvJO pounds 8_ncl up in size. 
Lake l!ciCinley<. (Creston): This lake does not stratHy. 
The fish sample ¥18.S not as complete as in 195Lf but there uere 
plenty of largemouth bass -,resent of all sizes and there wc;.s 
lov.J reproduction on .?.ll s·necies. Blue?ill of all sizes Here 
scarce. Carp a)J.>ea.r to be more abunda.ii.t each year but are not 
too serious as yet. 
Afton Reservoir: The water level here is still very loH. 
Vegeta.tion is very abundant. There t!as no re~Jroduction on any 
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species. Bluerills and yellow bass common to abundant and 
lar: emouth bass (two years and older) vwre common. A return 
to normal vvater level should put tl1is lake in much better 
condition. 
Corydon Reservoir: This lake does not stratify, This 
lake is not res;,onding favorably to the rehabilitation pro-
gram that was carried out in 1953. Yellov1 bass are common to 
abundant, other pan fish seem to be scarce. Fair populations 
of adult bass noted in nie;ht shockin~. 
Lock ,":.yr: This lake aD'>ears to be in better Sh<tpe than 
in 1954. Yello\'1 bass v1ere not so evident: intermediate sizes 
of larr:emouth bass were commori and la.rcemouth bass re::,roduc-
tion VIaS good, 
Old City R&servoir at lit, ''.yr: Heavy ve~;eta.tion ;1revented 
efficient shoclting. Relatively little reproduction noted, 
Yea.rling and older bluee;ills were a.bunda.nt. Intermediate 
sized le,rp:emouth bass v·1ere common. 
Old City Reservoir at Corning: This lake is stratified, 
Heavily treated with cop~er sulfate 1 even the rooted aquatics 
v·Jere effected. No reproduction of any ldnd noted. Bluegills 
three to five inches long 11ere abundant. 
Binder Lake at Corning: This lake '""s not stratified, 
The shocker turned up a solid streams of bluegills and small 
black crapries alonr: shore. Largemouth bass 'JO>}Ulation was 
not adequa.tely sampled. - ·· · 
Silver Lake at Delhi: 
have eliminated everything 
bullheads \vere starved. 
Apparently recent fish kills here 
but bullheads and a few carp. The 
Lake Hurst: This lake was very 'turbid, Rouch fish v1ere 
abundant. A le.rr:e hatch of 11hi te bass v1as noted. i\.dul t game 
fish rather scar~e • 
. '\.lbia Reservoir (U!Jner Lake): Hater level up to normal 
this year. Thl"ee to five inch blue gills common; reproduction 
poor. Small fish in poor condition. 1, hif'h po:)ulation of 
larcemouth bass adults. 
Albia Reservoir (L011er Lake): Hater level dovm ten feet 
or better, Very poor shocking results. Poor reproduction on 
all snecies. There wer.e indication of a good adult bc>.SS 
po;1ulation. 
Nontezuma Reservoir: This la.1.ce ho.s sh01m considerable 
im~rovement. Most of the bass of the 1953 hatch are of legal 
lenr;th and last years stoclced bass are 7 to 9 inches in lengtl1. 
There is a Eood cron of crap'ies thet should ~rovide some 
excellent fisbinc next year·. 
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Centerville Reservoir (lower lake); This lake was very 
turbid at the ti:"e of our visit a.nd a poor samnle of fish 
\•laS obtained, Heproduction \·JO.S DOOr on all S''Jecies and there 
were relatively few intermediate"sizes of fish, Yellow bass 
are common to abundant here, 
Centerville Beservoir ·(Upper lake): Tl1ere has been 
considerable imnrovement in this lake. The bic:c·est improve-
ment is shown in tl1e crop of larr;emouth bass cCir,iing on. 
Three to five inch bluegill 1·1ere common. nelJroduction fair 
on bass e.nd blue:·:ills. Yellow bass are abundant here. 
Fisher La1.ce (Bloomfield): There has been a vast improve-
ment in the lar[!emouth b.o.ss )Opulation 1 especially adults. There uas ;>oar reproduction on all s;Jecies, The crappies and 
bluegills are in •>oar condition; there seem to be a lack of 
food for small fish. 
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